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Text S1: Back-projection uncertainty analysis:13

Following Fan and Shearer (2016), we perform jackknife resampling over14

the records used for back-projection Efron and Tibshirani (1994). For the ith15

resampling, we suppose we have n stations to estimate peak energy location16

(latitude and longitude) of each 20 s seismic radiation:17

L̂at = BP lat(n) ˆLon = BP lon(n) (1)

where L̂at and ˆLon are location estimations. When the ith station is18

excluded, the estimations can be written as L̂ati = BP lat
i (i) and ˆLoni =19

BP lon
i (i). Then the jackknife estimate of standard errors (SE) are20

ŜELat =

(
n− 1

n

n∑
i=1

(L̂ati − L̄at)

)1/2

(2)

21

ŜELon =

(
n− 1

n

n∑
i=1

( ˆLoni − ¯Lon)

)1/2

(3)

where L̄at and ¯Lon are the averages locations.22
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Figure S1: Residual bathymetry anomaly, splay faults at Java subduction zone and shallow

seismicity near the 2006 Java tsunami earhtquake. Insert: black circles are earthquakes

(EQ) from 1993-2013 ISC catalog with M > 4 and depth shallower than 10 km, gray circles

are earthquakes (EQ) from 1993-2013 ISC catalog with M > 4 and depth in between of

10 and 20 km (International Seismological Centre, 2013). Black lines are the interpreted

fault traces. Trench-axis is from Bassett and Watts (2015a,b).
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Figure S2: P-wave velocity seismogram alignments. 0.05–0.3 Hz (LF, Left panel) and

0.3–1 Hz (HF, right panel). The onset of the P wave begins at 0s. The records (station

name left axis) are sorted by average cross-correlation coefficients (right axis).
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Figure S3: Stacked envelope function. Stations used for the calculation are shown in

the insert. The P-wave seismograms are filtered at 1–5 Hz. The envelope functions are

calculated with a standard Hilbert transform without smoothing. Each envelope function

is self-normalized before stacking. The stacked envelope function is divided by the number

of stations.
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Figure S4: Globally distributed stations and their P-wave polarities with respect to the

GCMT solution of the mainshock.
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Figure S5: Aligned velocity seismograms (0.02-0.05 Hz) from globally distributed stations

(Figure S4). Blue lines shows the nodal plane strikes of GCMT. Predicted travel time

shows as crosses with color corresponding to Figure 3.
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